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Everything one has to know about Creta Maris and Crete on the
brand-new blog.cretamaris.gr
For an authentic holidays’ experience on Crete #AuthenticXperience

With the aim to provide the best possible information of Crete and the authentic

holidays’ experience that it offers, Creta Maris Beach Resort created the brandnew blog.cretamaris.gr, which is now available to both hotel guests and the public.
Specifically, blog.cretamaris.gr was created so everyone could be informed about
Crete and all the experiences that the island has to offer as a tourist destination, but
also with a view to further promote the "We do local" philosophy of Creta Maris.
The new Blog offers an even easier navigation and the possibility to fully enjoy the
website’s features regardless the type of device they use (laptops, smartphones,
tablets, etc.), while it also "travels" them to Crete, by providing comprehensive
information on the unique activities they may participate during their stay.
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By visiting the blog.cretamaris.gr a user may choose among different categories, as
the “Destination Crete”, which refers to activities offered in Hersonissos - Crete, the
"Gastronomy", where someone may find information about the traditional cuisine of
the island, the "Events & Activities" with reference to local and environmental actions,
as well as information about the provision of professional events support, but also the
category "Sustainability" related to Sustainability actions that are carried out.

About Creta Maris Beach Resort:
Creta Maris Beach Resort with a capacity of 680 rooms, has been originally launched in 1975 and is
situated next to Hersonissos, just 25 minutes (24km) from the Heraklion Airport. With a capacity of 680
rooms, suites and bungalows, 6 restaurants, 7 bars, 7 swimming pools, gym, Hammam spa, Asterias
Children’s Club, and a great space for outdoor and indoor activities, Creta Maris is a blend of tradition
and luxury together on a beautiful beach with crystal clear waters where guests can experience the
authentic Cretan hospitality.

About We do local:
As a certification standard We do local, was created by the mature cooperation of Local Production and
Hospitality SA (promotional services), Cosmocert SA (certification services) and Local Food Experts sce
(integrated development services). It intends to highlight companies that follow a modern and necessary
business approach and supports, recognizes and rewards other certification standards including them in
the qualification criteria (i.e. ISO, HACCP, Travelife, etc.)

Please find pictures on high resolution on the below link:
https://we.tl/t-6l0Dg3lMRW
Please find pictures of Creta Maris Beach Resort on high resolution on our site:
https://www.cretamaris.gr/media-and-photo-gallery-crete-hotel/photos
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